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ABSTRACT

To explore the relationship between social influence, social comparison, clarity of self-concept, and psychological anxiety among
young women during their usage of social networking sites, our study selected 338 young women aged 14–34 from the social site
platforms of Little Red Book and Weibo for questionnaire surveys. The Passive Social Network Utilization Scale, Social
Comparison Scale (SCS), Social Influence Questionnaire, Self-Concept Clarity Scale (SCCS), and Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Scale (GAD-7) were employed to measure the subjects. Our results show that the frequency of passive social media use is
positively related to the level of psychological anxiety. Social comparison, social influence, and unclear self-concepts under
social media use are negatively predictive of psychological anxiety. The chain mediation effects indicate that social comparison
and social influence under social media use negatively predict the clarity of self-concept, thus having a negative impact on the
psychological health of young women. Therefore, young women should strengthen their self-concepts, control their frequency
of social media usage, avoid addiction, and pay special attention to their frequency of passive use, in order to protect their
psychological health. Our study provides some practical implications and insights regarding the relationship between young
women’s social media use and psychological health.
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Introduction

According to e-marketer’s “Digital 2023 April Global Statshot
Report” report, the monthly global social media users are
expected to reach 3.86 billion in 2023, which is equivalent to
48.3% of the global population, and there is still space for
this quantity to increase [1]. On average, users spend nearly
two and a half hours per day on social media platforms. The
rapid expansion of social media has changed the world, and
the way people think and interact on a global scale [2].
During this period, mental health problems have become
increasingly prominent. Data shows that the total number of
individuals aged 18–23 who reported experiencing severe
depression in a year increased by 83% between 2008 and
2018 [3]. Therefore, some scholars believe that the spread of

social media may be an important contributing factor to
mental health problems. For example, some research results
have shown that the use of social media may lead to
negative consequences, such as psychological anxiety among
females [4,5], suicide and self-harm [6,7], poor sleep [8],
anxiety and depression [7,9], life satisfaction [10,11], body
dissatisfaction [12], and the emergence of some destructive
behaviors5. The occurrence of these problems may be
related to the user’s age, personality, social media usage
time, and gender.

Statistics show that globally, women are twice as likely to
suffer from depression as men. In the United States, between
10–25 out of 100 women suffer from severe depression, while
the number is only 5–12 for men. A similar situation exists in
China (https://www.lpsee.com/20710.html). Such situations
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may be influenced by socio-economic and family factors [13],
such as employment [14], education, household chores, child
care, and income [15]. Additionally, women tend to place
more emphasis on their appearance and body than men. In
February 2021, a questionnaire survey conducted by China
Youth Daily found that the number of college students with
appearance anxiety was as high as 59.3%, with 59.67% of
females experiencing moderate levels of appearance anxiety,
while the proportion among males was only 37.14% [16].
The excessive concern of women for their appearance is no
longer a subculture issue in some circles, but has become a
phenomenon that requires widespread social attention [17].

As can be seen, academia has conducted a large number
of studies investigating social media platforms and women’s
mental health separately. However, few studies have
explored the correlation between social media platform
usage and women’s mental health, data shows that as of
March 2023, out of the over 3 billion daily active users of
the social media giant Meta’s applications, 50.4% are female
users [18]. Some studies have shown that single women are
more likely to be dependent on the Internet than other
women, with young and employed women being more
dependent, and mental health issues often being associated
with social media dependence [19]. In addition, among
other generations, young people are at a higher risk of
developing mental health problems. Half of all lifelong
mental illnesses occur at age 14, and three-quarters occur at
age 20 or older [20]. Therefore, this study focuses on young
women who use social media as study subjects and,
following the definition of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), an age
group of 14–34 is defined.

Empirical studies conducted abroad have shown that
using social networking sites may not be the direct cause of
mental health problems. Rather, it is the mediating
mechanism between social media use and mental health
problems that is the core issue [21,22]. Related research on
mediating mechanisms has involved self-concept clarity,
social comparison, positive self-presentation, self-esteem,
rumination, and more [23]. Adolescence is a transitional
period from dependence on adults to independence and
autonomy. It is the age of self-concept and identity
development and is vulnerable to factors such as gender,
family, peers, culture, and trends. Social networking sites
provide a broader way to influence self-concept clarity, such
as through interpersonal communication, self-disclosure,
social comparison, and feedback from others. However,
most of the relevant empirical studies use the Self-Concept
Clarity Scale (SCCS) developed by Campbell et al. [24],
which does not include components related to body and
appearance self-concepts that are more important for
women in today’s society. This study aims to explore such
issues to more comprehensively reveal the impact of social
media use on young women’s self-concepts.

In addition, the impact of social comparison and social
contagion on users’ mental health has also been a hot trend
in recent years. However, most academic literature only
focuses on the social comparison bias-the cognitive
differences caused by the positive information-induced
comparison effect that leads to jealousy and psychological

anxiety-and less on the assimilation effect induced by
negative information. Representative studies on the
contagion mechanism have shown that it not only exists in
happiness but also in negative psychological conditions,
such as anxiety, depression, and women’s psychological
anxiety, which accompany social network diffusion [25].
Compared to men, women have stronger empathy and need
more social support, making them more susceptible to social
influence [26]. Compared to other age groups, young people
are more susceptible to peer influence, such as reacting to
subcultures within their social networks, and are more likely
to accept and assimilate such cultures. The influence of this
mechanism of socialization on this group may also impact
their self-concept clarity [27].

Young women aged 18–23 are more likely to experience
psychological anxiety, regardless of age or gender differences
when compared with other age groups. They are also a
group that uses social media extensively. Therefore, this
article hopes to discuss the mediating factors that affect the
mental health of young women in social media, combining
the above three aspects.

Literature and Hypothesis

Social comparison behavior and psychological anxiety in
women
Social comparison refers to the process of collecting and
comparing information from similar individuals in order to
obtain a clear self-evaluation when objective information
about one’s own evaluation is lacking [28]. The use of social
media provides a broader platform for social comparison,
where massive social information such as other people’s
photos, videos [2], life experiences, and personalized
recommendations of similar groups can trigger social
comparison behavior in individuals. The convenience,
instantaneity, and cross-regional nature of social networks
can also make social comparison immediate [29] and have a
profound impact on an individual’s self-awareness and self-
construction [2]. Positive information in the online
environment is more likely to trigger social comparison,
leading to thoughts of others being better than oneself and
feelings of inadequacy while browsing such information,
leading to comparison and further triggering negative
emotional experiences, such as jealousy [30], depression
[31], low self-esteem, frustration [31], and problem behavior.

Individual differences exist in the formation of social
comparison. Research has shown that personality plays a
key role, with unstable personality traits (meaning a
person’s poor stability in emotions, behavior, and cognition,
susceptible to external environmental influences and
changes) positively correlated with upward social
comparison and feelings of jealousy [32,33]. Sensitivity to
depression or anxiety can also lead to different negative
effects of social comparison. Furthermore, the purpose of a
user’s use of social media also has a relevant impact, with
motivations to collect information, seek attention, and
spend time on social media more likely to trigger social
comparison [34].

On the other hand, social comparison depends on the
way social media is used-active use and passive use [35,36].
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Active use refers to active sharing of personal updates and
interactions with others, while passive use refers to users
only browsing others’ information without participating in
interaction. Impression management is often present in
individual self-disclosure on social media [36], presenting a
positive and perfect aspect of themselves. For example,
women may post photos that have been edited to appear
more beautiful, Real-time empirical research suggests that
passive use of social networking sites is more likely to lead
to social comparison [37].

Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1a: The longer young women use social

media, the more social comparison behavior they exhibit.
Hypothesis 1b: The more optimistic the personality of

young women, the less social comparison behavior they
exhibit during the use of social media.

Hypothesis 1c: The more young women use social media
passively, the more social comparison behavior they exhibit.

Hypothesis 1d: The more social comparison behavior
young women exhibit on social media, the more
psychological anxiety problems they experience.

Social influence and psychological anxiety in women
Simply put, the socialization mechanism can be summed up as
“Those who are near vermilion become red; Those who are
near ink become dark.”, leading to the development of
individuals in a subtle and implicit way through groups
[38]. The production of social contagion mechanism
depends on persistent interaction and the small group
norms that result from it [38]. It is based on “social
influence,” and people react to the social influence they
receive. The progressive steps of this mechanism are
compliance, identification, and internalization [39]. The
information cocoon effect caused by the personalized
recommendation function of social media creates small,
group-labeled subgroups that influence individuals in their
daily interactions.

Studies have found that nearly 20% of students reported
feeling more depressed or anxious when their friend’s posted
information about personal anxiety or depression online.
Kramer’s research shows that if participants are exposed to
fewer positive (negative) information posts from their
Facebook contacts, they are more likely to reduce their own
positive (negative) information posts [40]. Emotional
contagion theory suggests that people’s senses transmit
emotional information, and this information spreads in
interpersonal communication in an automatic, unconscious
way, causing the users who receive the emotion to have a
consistent emotional experience with the user who stimulated
it [26]. Many scholars have suggested that women are more
concerned about the emotions of others, making them more
susceptible to imitation and emotional contagion than men [41].

In social media interactions, men tend to use dominant
language, while women are more focused on receiving likes,
support, and positive information when they actively post
updates about themselves [42]. With the development of the
internet, opportunities for public expression have gradually
increased, and individual users can express information and
convey their views on platforms without being limited by
time and space. However, due to the massive amount of

information and difficulty in distinguishing truth from
falsehood, many users often find it difficult to make the
correct judgments. Especially in situations where opinions
are being expressed, users need to improve their
information processing abilities to accurately express their
positions. Therefore, when women express their opinions
about something, in order to obtain positive information
and gain the identity recognition of members of their online
social circle and maintain a sense of “belonging,” individuals
gradually accept, comply with, and even assimilate the
thoughts and behaviors of their peers [43].

Based on this, we propose the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a: The longer young women use social

media, the more they are affected by social contagion.
Hypothesis 2b: The higher the degree of identification

young women have on social networking sites, the higher
the degree of social contagion they are affected by.

Hypothesis 2c: The more social contagion young women
experience on social media, the more psychological anxiety
problems they experience.

Clarity of self-concept and psychological anxiety in women
Self-concept clarity reflects the degree of clarity that
individuals have about themselves, including the three
aspects of the clarity of self-concept content, the internal
consistency of personal attributes, and stability [24]. Self-
concept clarity is closely related to people’s judgments and
evaluations of daily life. According to the depression
cognitive theory, the way individuals view themselves and
handle problems may lead to the generation of depressive
emotions, indicating that self-concept clarity can affect an
individual’s psychological adaptation in dealing with various
problems. One cognitive issue is negative self-perception,
and existing research shows that the lower the degree of
self-concept clarity, the higher the degree of negative
emotions, stress perception, depression, anxiety, and other
negative emotions [44,45]. Such individuals are confused
about their own attributes, leading to the generation and
persistence of depressive emotions.

On the other hand, in the era of the widespread Internet,
social networking sites, as an important environmental factor,
profoundly affect the shaping and development of an
individual’s self-concept. During the use of social
networking sites, individuals have more comprehensive and
diverse means to explore and experiment with different
aspects of themselves. However, there is a risk of
irreconcilable differences between these different aspects,
leading Valkenburg and Peter to propose the “self-concept
differentiation” hypothesis, suggesting that social networks
have a negative impact on self-development [46]. Some
studies have found a negative correlation between the
frequency of use of social networking sites and an
individual’s level of self-concept clarity [47]. In addition, an
individual’s self-exploration and self-expression behavior on
the network is negatively correlated with their self-concept
clarity [48]. Social networking site usage is also significantly
positively correlated with issues related to an individual’s
physical appearance [49], but negatively correlated with
their self-esteem [24]. These empirical research results
partially verify the hypothesis.
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Based on this, we propose the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 3a: The longer young women use social

media, the lower the level of clarity of their self-concept.
Hypothesis 3b: Young women with lower levels of self-

concept clarity during the use of social media will
experience more psychological anxiety problems.

The interaction between social comparison or contagion and
the clarity of self-concept
When young women use social media, they are affected by
social comparison, social influence, and the clarity of their
own self-concept, all of which can serve as mediating
variables between social media use and anxiety. However,
these variables are not independent, but rather linked in
some way. A clear self-concept refers to the degree to which
a person’s self-awareness is defined, stable over time and
internally consistent [50]. When individuals lack a clear
sense of their own identity, they rely more on external
influences to define themselves [50], and may be more likely
to compare themselves to others to determine where they
stand relative to them [51]. In other words, these individuals
may use social comparison as a way to collect information
about who they are and how they fit into society. Evidence
suggests that lower levels of self-concept clarity are related
to a greater tendency to engage in social comparison [51].

In addition, social media users automatically recognize
and perceive negative emotions when encountering negative
information, resulting in increased negative emotions and
decreased positive emotions such as anxiety and depression.
At the same time, when facing negative behavioral
information presented by others on social networks,
individuals tend to pay attention to similarities between
themselves and such people, and thus associate themselves
with these negative behaviors, imitating and reproducing
them. In this process, they identify and internalize these
attitudes, leading to unclear self-concepts and ultimately
increasing their negative emotions [52]. On social media,
the comparative effect of positive information and the
assimilation effect of negative information coexist, which
can lead to a series of maladaptive outcomes for individuals,
such as negative emotions and unclear self-concepts.

Based on these findings, we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 4a: The more social comparison a young

woman experiences, the lower her level of self-concept
clarity will be.

Hypothesis 4b: The more social influence a young
woman is exposed to, the lower her level of self-concept
clarity will be.

Data, Variables and Methods

Data
Convenience sampling was used to select 360 young women
aged 18 to 35 with experience using social networking sites
such as QQ, WeChat, Xiaohongshu, and Weibo for a
questionnaire survey. After collecting and organizing the
data, 338 valid questionnaires were obtained, with an
effective rate of 93.89%. From the perspective of age,
educational level, and occupation, the data sample collected
in this survey conforms to the age characteristics of the

main user group of social media use and the respondents
generally have a higher level of education, as shown in the
Table 1. Therefore, it can be considered that the sample of
this survey has a certain representativeness and can reflect
the behaviors and attitudes of social media use reasonably
well.

Moreover, in order to further improve the rigor of the
survey, the questionnaire was conducted anonymously, and
some items of the scale were expressed in reverse.

Variable operationalization

Generalized anxiety disorder scale (GAD-7)
The dependent variable of this study is the anxiety index of
young women, and the Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale
(GAD-7) is used for the scale. Many studies have
demonstrated the good reliability and validity of the GAD-7
scale. For example, Tahia Anan Dhira conducted a study on
university students in Bangladesh and found that the GAD-
7 scale has reliability and factor validity [53], while Emily
Pickering’s research found that the use of GAD-7 in routine
clinical practice is reliable [54]. The GAD-7 scale consists of
seven items, with each item scored on a 4-point scale (0–3),
and the total score is obtained by summing the scores of the
seven items, as shown in the Table 2. According to the
scoring criteria, the scale is divided into four groups: 0–5
points, 6–9 points, 10–14 points, and 15–21 points,
corresponding to no anxiety, mild anxiety, moderate
anxiety, and severe anxiety, respectively [55]. In this study,
the Cronbach’s α coefficient of the scale was 0.937.

Social comparison scale (SCS)
Social comparison refers to the process of collecting and
comparing information from similar individuals in order to
obtain a clear self-evaluation when objective information
about one’s own evaluation is lacking [28]. The Social
Comparison Tendency Scale developed by Wang et al. [55]
was used in this study. The scale consists of 11 items and
includes two dimensions: ability and opinion. It is mainly
used to evaluate individual differences in the social

TABLE 1

Results of descriptive statistical results (N = 338)

Statistical
item

Category Frequency Percentage
%

Age 18–23 253 74.9

24–29 62 18.3

30–35 23 6.8

Education
level

Junior college and below 117 34.6

Undergraduate 206 60.9

Master degree and above 15 4.4

Occupation Students 187 55.3

Employees of enterprises
and institutions

97 28.7

self-employed 54 16.0

Total 338 100.0
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comparison process of abilities and opinions [56]. All items
were scored on a 5-point scale, with higher scores indicating
a stronger tendency toward social comparison. Specifically,
individuals who score higher on this scale are more likely to
associate what happens to others with themselves and have
a greater interest in the behavior and thoughts of
individuals who are more similar to themselves (including
similar living environment, living conditions, and life
experience). In order to make the measurement more
targeted, this study limited the scope of comparison in the
original questionnaire to “on social networking sites”, such
as “I often compare my situation with others when using
social networking sites.” In this study, the Cronbach’s α
coefficient of the scale was 0.945.

Passive social network site use scale (PSNSUS)
Passive social media use refers to the behavior of users who
only browse other people’s information without engaging in
interaction. The Passive Social Network Site Use Scale
(PSNSUS) was developed by Liu et al. [57], translated by
Hatfield et al. [40], was used to evaluate the social
networking site use of the research participants. The scale
consists of four items, scored on a five-point scale, where a
higher score indicates a greater tendency for passive social
network site use. As personal pages on social networking
sites contain personal updates, links, and photos, “browse
friends’ pages without interacting with them” is related to
the other three items and requires correlation. In this study,
the Cronbach’s α coefficient of the scale was 0.967.

Social contagion scale (SCS)
The Social Contagion theory, based on an individual perspective,
emphasizes the interaction and influence between people. It
suggests that actors can not only be infected by others’
emotions, thoughts, and behaviors but also unconsciously
imitate and synchronize with others’ facial expressions, speech
styles, and body movements, thus triggering and deriving
similar emotions and healthy behaviors [58].

In this study, the emotion contagion in social media was
measured using items such as “I feel more anxious because of
comments from friends with anxiety or pressure” and “I feel
happy when friends make positive or uplifting comments.”
Additionally, social contagion was also reflected in users’
tendency to be influenced by groupthink and the opinions
of others when consuming and responding to shared
information on social media. Therefore, this study used four
questions such as “I am influenced by the opinions of those
who interact with me when they mostly express different
views from mine” and “I am influenced to forward and like
a post when many others have already done so” to represent
the impact of the online communities on individuals and
the influence of social media friends on personal emotions,
opinions, and behavior.

All items were scored on a 5-point scale, and a higher
score indicated a higher degree of social contagion in social
media. In this study, the Cronbach’s α coefficient of the
scale was 0.945.

Self-concept clarity scale (SCCS)
The clarity of self-concept reflects the level of individual’s
understanding of themselves. The SCCS developed by
Campbell et al. [24], translated by Niu et al. [58], was used
in this study to measure the clarity and consistency of an
individual’s self-concept. The scale consists of 12 items, and
for clarity dimensions, there are two additional items that
are relevant to body self-concept and appearance self-
concept, which are relatively more concerned by
contemporary women’s groups. A clarity item is “I think
dressing up and changing my appearance is because of the
overall aesthetics of society.” For consistency dimensions, an
item is “Sometimes I am very satisfied with my appearance,
sometimes very dissatisfied.” All items are scored on a 5-
point Likert scale (1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly
agree”), and a higher score indicates a lower level of self-
concept clarity. In this study, the Cronbach’s α coefficient of
the scale was 0.96.

The life orientation test (LOT)
The revised version of the Life Orientation Test (LOT),
developed by Wen in 2012 [59], was used in this study. The
scale includes 6 items such as “In uncertain situations, I
often expect the best outcome” and uses a 5-point Likert
scale (1 “strongly disagree” to 5 “strongly agree”). Three of
the items are reverse-scored. A higher score indicates a
higher level of optimism. In this study, the Cronbach’s α
coefficient of the scale was 0.84.

Others
In this study, age, education level, occupation, and online
approval were used as control variables. The social behaviors
of liking and commenting express others’ recognition and
approval. When individuals receive likes and comments, they
feel understood and accepted by others, which stimulates
social identity. Therefore, the number of likes, comments,
and reposts received when posting comments on social
media (WeChat Moments, Little Red Book) was used to
show the degree of recognition experienced by the
participants during their social media usage.

TABLE 2

Results of descriptive statistical results (N = 338)

Question Option

Feeling anxious, worried, and agitated Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often

Unable to stop or control worry Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often

Worrying too much about various things Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often

Feeling very tense and unable to relax Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often

Feeling extremely anxious to the point of
being unable to stay still

Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often

Becoming very upset or easily angered Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often

Feeling as if something terrible is going to
happen

Never, Rarely,
Sometimes, Often
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Results

General situation and related analysis of social media use by
young women group
This section describes the mean and standard deviation of the
sample data for each variable, as shown in the Table 3. In this
study, the average daily usage time of social networking sites
for adolescents was rated as 3.04 ± 1.33, which corresponds
to at least 4–5 h of daily usage time for young women. The
average score for passive social media use frequency was
9.85 ± 5.68, indicating that approximately 25% of young
women tend to use social networking sites passively without
actively presenting themselves. The average score for social
comparison tendency on social networking sites was
between 20–42 out of a total score of 55 (31.05 ± 11.61),
indicating that social comparison tends to be more frequent
among young women on the internet. The mean score for
social contagion was 19.30 ± 7.06 out of a total score of 30,
and the average score for self-concept clarity (the higher the
score, the more ambiguous the self-awareness) was around
45.86. The score for psychological anxiety level in young
women was in the range of 16.51 ± 6.21, indicating that
anxiety problems are generally common and serious in
young women.

Correlation analysis is used to study whether variables
have a correlation relationship, and the correlation
coefficient is used to measure the degree of correlation
between variables. In this study, SPSS 25.0 statistical tool
was used to conduct Pearson correlation analysis to study
whether there is a significant correlation between the eight
latent variables in the hypothetical model, so as to
preliminarily verify whether the research hypothesis is
established.

The correlation coefficient matrix showed that the daily
usage time of social media is not significantly correlated
with social comparison, while passive use frequency of social
networking sites is significantly positively correlated with
social comparison (p < 0.01) and the Pearson correlation
coefficient is greater than 0.3, indicating a strong
correlation. Thus, conclusion 1a is not supported, and it can
be concluded that the longer young women use social
media, the more they are influenced by social comparison in
the context of passive use of social media. The optimism

index (the higher the index, the less optimistic) is
significantly negatively correlated with social comparison,
indicating a strong correlation, validating conclusion 1b.
Passive use of social networking sites is significantly
positively correlated with social comparison (p < 0.01, r =
0.363), and the correlation is strong, confirming conclusion
1c. Daily usage time of social media is not necessarily
correlated with social contagion, while passive use of social
media is significantly positively correlated with social
contagion and self-concept clarity, validating conclusions 2a
and 3a in the context of passive use of social media. Social
recognition received on social media is positively correlated
with social contagion, validating conclusion 2c. Social
contagion, social comparison, and self-concept clarity are
positively correlated with psychological anxiety with p <
0.01 and r > 0.3, indicating a strong correlation, validating
conclusions 1d, 2c, and 3b. In addition, social contagion and
social comparison are significantly positively correlated with
self-concept clarity, validating conclusions 4a and 4b. The
above analysis results show that there is a certain correlation
between the research variables set in the model and their
influencing factors. However, further analysis and
exploration are necessary to investigate the deeper causal
relationships and the extent of their impact.

Testing mediating effects
The results of the mediation analysis are shown in the Table 4.
Passive use of social media frequency has a direct positive
predictive effect on women’s social comparison level (= 0.36,
p < 0.01), social contagion (= 0.25, p < 0.01), and low self-
concept clarity (= 0.29, p < 0.01). Social comparison (=
0.317, p < 0.01) and social contagion (= 0.544, p < 0.01) can
positively predict lower self-concept clarity, and lower self-
concept clarity (= 0.872, p < 0.01) can positively predict
psychological anxiety in young women.

The results of the Bootstrap method for further testing
the mediation effects are shown in the Tables 5 and 6,
which indicate that the mediation effect of self-concept
clarity is significant through two mediation chains: First, the
indirect effect of passive use of social networking sites →

social comparison → psychological anxiety has a confidence
interval that does not include 0, indicating that this indirect
effect is significant, with a mediation effect level of 8.06%.

TABLE 3

Descriptive statistical results and correlation analysis between variables

Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Duration of daily use of social media 3.04 1.327 1

2. Social support received on social media 3.37 1.279 −0.008 1

3. Psychological anxiety index 16.51 6.21 0.106 0.490** 1

4. Optimism index 14.62 8.08 −0.159** 0.236** 0.164** 1

5. Degree of social comparison 31.05 11.61 0.080 0.410** 0.716** 0.201** 1

6. Passive use of social networking sites 9.85 5.68 0.042 0.201** 0.291** 0.726** 0.363** 1

7. Degree of social contagion 19.30 7.06 −0.031 0.724** 0.623** 0.328** 0.515** 0.251** 1

8. Self-concept clarity 40.74 19.37 0.093 0.451** 0.949** 0.190** 0.723** 0.320** 0.608** 1
Note: **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.
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The indirect effect of passive use of social networking sites →
self-concept clarity → psychological anxiety is not significant,
indicating that passive use of social networking sites cannot
directly affect psychological anxiety through the mediation
effect of self-concept clarity. The indirect effect of passive
use of social networking sites → social comparison → self-
concept clarity → psychological anxiety has a confidence

interval that does not include 0, indicating that this indirect
effect is significant, with a mediation effect level of 72.89%,
indicating that passive use of social networking sites can
lead to psychological anxiety among young women through
a chain mediation effect of social comparison and self-
concept clarity. Second, the confidence interval of the
indirect effect of passive use of social networking sites →

TABLE 4

Correlation coefficient matrix

Regression equation Significance of regression coefficients

Dependent variable Independent variable R2 F β t

Passive use of social media frequency Passive use of social media frequency 0.13 51.06 0.36 7.15**

Passive use of social media frequency Passive use of social media frequency 0.06 22.58 0.25 4.75**

Clarity of self-concept Passive use of social media frequency 0.08 30.62 0.29 5.53**

Clarity of self-concept Passive use of social media frequency 0.601 167.386 0.043 1.152

Level of anxiety in females 0.317 7.840**

Social contagion level 0.544 12.951**

Level of anxiety in females Passive use of social media frequency 0.905 795.505 −0.027 −1.488

Level of anxiety in females 0.069 3.193**

Social contagion level 0.060 2.392*

Clarity of self-concept 0.872 32.680**
Note: **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05.

TABLE 5

Mediation analysis path 1

Effect
value

Boot
standard
error

Boot CI
lower limit

Boot CI
upper limit

Relative
mediation
effect

Passive use of social networking sites → social comparison →

psychological anxiety
0.0278 0.0136 0.0018 0.0538 8.06%

Passive use of social networking sites → self-concept clarity →

psychological anxiety
0.0656 0.0375 −0.0127 0.1360 19.02%

Passive use of social networking sites → social comparison → self-
concept clarity → psychological anxiety

0.2514 0.0392 0.1786 0.3355 72.89%

Total indirect effect 0.3449 0.0564 0.2280 0.4523

TABLE 6

Mediation analysis path 2

Effect
value

Boot
standard
error

Boot CI
lower limit

Boot CI
upper limit

Relative
mediation
effect

Passive use of social networking sites → social contagion→
psychological anxiety

0.0206 0.0066 0.0073 0.0344 6.08%

Passive use of social networking sites → self-concept clarity →

psychological anxiety
0.1778 0.0433 0.0938 0.2666 52.48%

Passive use of social networking sites → social contagion → self-
concept clarity → psychological anxiety

0.1405 0.0312 0.0790 0.2061 41.47%

Total indirect effect 0.3388 0.0538 0.2312 0.4451
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social contagion → psychological anxiety does not include 0,
indicating that the mediation effect of self-concept clarity is
significant, with a mediation effect level of 6.08%. The
mediation effect of passive use of social networking sites →

self-concept clarity → psychological anxiety is significant,
with a mediation effect level of 52.48%. The indirect effect
of passive use of social networking sites → social contagion
→ self-concept clarity → psychological anxiety is significant,
indicating that passive use of social networking sites can
lead to psychological anxiety among young women through
a chain mediation effect of social contagion and self-concept
clarity. The specific path is shown in Fig. 1.

Discussion

The research findings indicate a positive relationship between
the use of passive social media and psychological anxiety in
women, suggesting that the use of passive social network
sites may increase the risk of psychological anxiety in
women. However, further regression analysis revealed that
the production of psychological anxiety in women is not
directly attributable to the specific attributes of passive social
network sites themselves. Rather, it depends on the
mediating effects between social comparison or social
contagion and clarity of self-concept, which indirectly
predict psychological anxiety in women. Specifically, the
results suggest that using passive social network sites can
influence women’s psychological anxiety through the
mediating effect of social comparison, and can indirectly
predict psychological anxiety in a positive way through the
mediating effect of clarity of self-concept. Additionally, the
mediating effect of social contagion can also indirectly
predict psychological anxiety in women in a positive way,
and this effect is further mediated by clarity of self-concept,
which predicts psychological anxiety in women in a negative
way. Moreover, among the three factors, the impact of
clarity of self-concept on psychological anxiety in women is
far greater than that of social comparison and contagion.
Therefore, the use of passive social network sites is not a

direct cause of psychological anxiety in women but is rather
a risk factor for psychological anxiety via a complex
mediating pathway.

Mediating effect of clarity of self-concept
Research shows that in the internet age, social media
provides people with a more convenient way to access
information about others. For young women who have less
exposure to society and are still improving their self-
awareness, passively receiving information about others’
self-disclosure on the internet can interfere with their self-
concept formation and be influenced by the behavior and
thoughts of others. Specifically, the more young women use
passive social network sites, the lower their clarity of self-
concept. This study distinguishes between the use of social
media and the use of passive social media, and the results
show that the use of social networking sites (including
active and passive use) has no significant effect on young
women’s individual. However, passive use of social
networking sites has a significant impact on young women,
and the intensity of passive use is negatively correlated with
individuals’ clarity of self-concept, which also implies that
active use of social media has a positive impact on clarity of
self-concept. Individuals with low levels of clarity of self-
concept may become sensitive, insecure, and believe that
they lack support and recognition from social networks,
which can lead to negative emotions such as depression and
loneliness and ultimately result in psychological anxiety
among young women. Thus, the longer young women use
social media, the lower their clarity of self-concept. During
the use of social media, young women with lower clarity of
self-concept are more likely to experience psychological
anxiety.

Mediating effect of social comparison on social media
This study examines the relationship between passive social
media use and psychological anxiety in young women. The
results show that young women’s active social comparison
behavior in social media can act as a chain mediator
between their self-concept clarity and social media use, and
between their passive social media use and psychological
anxiety. Specifically, the more time young women spend
using social media, the more they engage in social
comparison behavior, the lower their clarity of self-concept,
and the higher their psychological anxiety.

In social media, there are various groups of people who
share information, making it easier for users to find groups
similar to themselves. However, these groups also increase
the frequency of social comparison behavior. In other
words, young women are more likely to compare themselves
to others while using social media, which can lead to a
decline in their self-evaluation level, overly optimistic
evaluations of others’ information, and negative evaluations
of themselves [58]. At this stage, individuals tend to ignore
positive feedback and social support from others, leading to
anxiety. Social comparison is an important factor
contributing to the decline of self-evaluation, making
individuals less confident about their abilities. Therefore, the
study results indicate that the more young women use
passive social media, the more often they engage in social

FIGURE 1. Mediation model.
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comparison behavior, and the more likely they are to
experience psychological anxiety.

Mediating effect of social contagion on social media
In addition, passive social contagion can form a chain
mediation with self-concept clarity, playing a chain
mediation role in the relationship between passive use of
social networking sites and psychological anxiety in women.

For many people, social media has become a daily part of
staying in touch with friends, family, colleagues, and even
strangers. Pew Research Center data shows that 64% of
Facebook account users visit the website every day, and
membership rates among teenagers and young people are
high. University students often contact people with
depression, anxiety or suicidal thoughts through social
media, and are thus exposed to comments and information
that can cause social contagion. Moreover, although many
young women find comfort and social support on social
media, when vulnerable individuals come into contact with
people describing negative behaviors (such as extreme
thoughts and suicidal behavior), social contagion can also
occur. An empirical study from China shows that if
individuals are in a group where the average negative
emotion is higher, their negative emotions will gradually
become closer to that of the group. For other groups, such
as students and women who have a higher need for social
interaction, their social frequency is also higher, and they
are more likely to be influenced by the emotional state of
the group [60]. According to current research, nearly 20% of
young women stated that they felt more depressed or
anxious when their friends posted information online about
their personal anxiety or depression. When confronted with
this information, the user tends to focus more on their
similarities with others and imitate and reproduce the
behavior to some extent, ultimately leading to an increase in
their own negative behavior and internalizing these views,
resulting in an unclear self-concept. Therefore, this study
concludes that the longer young women use passive social
media, the more they are influenced by the social
environment, the lower their self-concept clarity, and the
more likely they are to experience psychological anxiety.
Passive social media use can indirectly positively predict
psychological anxiety in women through the chain mediator
of social influence and self-concept clarity.

Shortcomings and prospects
This study revealed the relationships between passive social
media use, social comparison, social contagion, clarity of
self-concept, and psychological anxiety among young
women. Not only did it focus on the cognitive differences
caused by jealousy and psychological anxiety induced by
positive information comparison effects under social media
use but also on the assimilation effects induced by negative
information. However, this study still has the following
shortcomings: firstly, the study only used a single
questionnaire. Considering the subjective emotions and
personality traits of the research subjects, in future research,
on the one hand, the model can be improved by using them
as moderating variables. On the other hand, network
analysis techniques can be used to quantify comments,

published content, and other information in social media
for increasing the scientific validity of research. Secondly,
according to the characteristics of the related research, the
causal relationships obtained in the study may not be
entirely reliable. In future research, tracking experiments
can be conducted to further verify the results. In addition,
there may be multiple indirect paths between social media
use and psychological anxiety. Therefore, it is necessary to
focus on the complex experiences and mechanisms of young
women in social media to improve the completeness of the
models comprehensively.
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